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Abnormalities and Pathologies in the Snout of the
La Plata Dolphin
(Pontoporia blainvillei)
Jennifer M. Gerholdt
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The La Plata dolphin, also commonly known as
the franciscana, is morphologically similar to oceanic
dolphins. They range in length between 4.25 and 5.75 feet
(females tend to be larger than males), have flexible necks
to turn their heads from side to side, possess well-defined
dorsal fins, have small, perceptive eyes and are easily
identified by their long and slender snouts (Carwardine,
1995). These delicate snouts are the longest of any
dolphin (relative to body size), and are more susceptible to
fracture and disturbance compared to other cetaceans with
more robust beaks.
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Figure 1. J. Gerholdt holds a pathological
La Plata dolphin skull (Pontoporia
blainvillei). Notice how both upper and
lower jaws exhibit spiral twists. Skull
courtesy of Charles Potter, Division of
Mammals (NMNH). Photo by S. Godfrey.
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An examination of the Pontoporia blainvillei
skull collection at the National Museum of Natural
History (NMNH) in Washington, DC revealed
snouts with a multifarious array of abnormalities.
Compared to other areas of the skull, such as the
squamosal bones (which hold the lower jaw in
place), the eyebrow bones, and the back of the
skulls, only the snouts showed any recurring
incidence of anomalies.

Figure 2. CMM-V-2663, fossilized pathological
dolphin partial rostrum in ventral view, showing the
partial tooth row. The premaxillae, which lie on the
dorsal side of the maxillae, are grotesquely swollen.
Specimen whitened with sublimed ammonium
chloride. Photo by S. Godfrey.
An analysis of the La Plata dolphin snouts
engendered as a result of a research project I have
been working on dealing with five fossil dolphin
partial rostra (upper jaws) from Calvert Cliffs
(Gerholdt and Godfrey, 2006). What makes these
fossils so interesting is that in life the dolphins
suffered from a chronic bone condition that caused
their elongate snouts to become progressively
swollen and gnarly. Repeated cycles of bone
inflammation and new bone deposition occurred as
their immune systems responded to the disturbance,
resulting in increasingly enlarged snouts over a
period of months and/or years (Ortner, pers. com.,
2006). It has been determined periostitis is the
etiology (cause) of the pathology, an inflammation
of the periosteum that surrounds most bones.
Periostitis is considered a non-specific response that
may occur subsequent to or in combination with
infectious, traumatic and inflammatory processes
(Meese and Sebastianelli, 1996). Only one of the
fossilized specimens preserves a fractional section of
the tooth rows, as well as two teeth, which were used
to determine what kind of dolphin we were dealing
with (Fig. 2). Stephen Godfrey, Curator of
Paleontology at the Calvert Marine Museum, and I

surmised the closest extant (still living) relative of
these fossil dolphins is the franciscana. It was while
making these comparisons in the Smithsonian
collections that we noticed snout aberrations in the
La Plata dolphin.
One of the more fascinating pathologies (=
deviation from a normal condition, such as injuries
and/or diseases that affect and alter tissues of the
body) includes abnormal curvatures of the rostra
(upper jaw), mandibles (lower jaw), or both. In
NMNH 550669, the rostrum curves down and to the
right, and the lower jaw twists clockwise (Figs. 3,
4). Out of 369 skulls examined, 42 individuals had
this pathology. In another specimen, NMNH
550597, the snout tips cross each other, the upper
jaw to the left and the lower jaw to the right. These
two individuals were among the more extreme
representatives of this pathology.

Figure 3. Pontoporia blainvillei NMNH 550669, in
dorsal view, showing its abnormal snout curvature.
Photo by S. Godfrey.
It is unknown what caused these abnormal
curvatures; repeated captures in gill nets is one
possibility, as well as rough encounters with the
ocean floor (La Plata dolphins feed primarily on
squid, fish and crustaceans at or near the sea bottom;
they frequently use their snouts to root around in the
sediment for prey and to rip out vegetation), or
possibly interactions with predators (such as tiger
sharks or Seven-gill sharks), or other dolphins.
However, the last two postulations seem dubious--in
the presence of predators La Plata dolphins are
passive, remaining motionless at or near the water’s
surface, and are primarily solitary creatures, rarely
interacting with others (Carwardine, 1995).
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Figure 4. Pontoporia blainvillei NMNH 550669, in
anterior view. Photo by S. Godfrey.

research.
29 individuals had this enigmatic
condition, which could have been due to mechanical
trauma such as an abrasion wound of the skin. The
dolphin’s genetic make-up may have also played a
role, either alone or in conjunction with some kind of
physical disturbance.
Osteomyelitis affected the right mandible of
NMNH 482771, the only individual in the sample
with this disease (Fig. 6). Note the infection both on
the posterior symphysis between the tooth rows as
well as the right ramus, posterior to the last tooth in
Figure 6. Osteomyelitis is an infection (usually
caused by the bacteria Staphylococcus aureus) of the
bone marrow (Halstead, 1975). Draining sinuses are
commonly present to allow for the expulsion of pus
accumulated in the bone; the area of infection is
usually discolored, pitted, porous, and swollen
(Dawson and Gottfried, 2002). Osteomyelitis is very
similar to periostitis, the major difference being
osteomyelitis is an infection within the bone,
whereas periostitis is an inflammation of the
periosteum, which lies outside and encircles the
bone (Halstead, 1974).

As La Plata dolphins mature, their snouts
increase in length at a faster rate than most other
parts of their bodies. Therefore, if any of these
injuries occurred when the dolphins were young, the
disproportionately rapid growth in the length of the
snout would exaggerate the twisting.
A puzzling pathology observed in numerous
specimens is the presence of pimpled bumps—from
a scattered few to an overwhelming abundance—
occasionally found on the rostra but predominately
located on the bottom of the lower jaws, as in
NMNH 482713 (Fig. 5).
Figure 6. Pontoporia blainvillei NMNH 482771,
lower jaw in dorsal view. Osteomyelitis (infection in
the bone) of the lower jaw. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Figure 5. Pontoporia blainvillei NMNH 482713.
Lower jaw in ventral view. Photo by S. Godfrey.
It is possible the small bumps are the result of an
infection, which we hope to confirm through further

Mandibular osteomyelitis in this individual
could have resulted from trauma to the teeth and/or
gums (Dawson and Gottfried, 2002), at which time
bacteria entered the bone, setting off the infection
(The Cleveland Clinic Health Information Center,
2006). It is also possible the dolphin sustained an
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injury, trauma or infection to another part of the
body, introducing the bacteria, which then traveled
through the bloodstream to its mouth (The Cleveland
Clinic Health Information Center, 2006). Chronic
osteomyelitis is typically quite painful, and could
have affected this animal’s ability to find food and/or
feed (Dawson and Gottfried, 2002). The infection
was not immediately life threatening, however, given
the progressive state of the disease when Brazilian
shark fishermen captured the dolphin in a gill net in
the 1970s.
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Figure 7. Pontoporia blainvillei NMNH 482735,
posterior section of the lower jaw in a right lateral
view. Healed fracture to right mandible. Photo by S.
Godfrey.
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Pontoporia blainvillei collection is healed vertical
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Pathological Sand-Tiger
Shark Tooth
Carcharias sp.

Editor’s Note: Jennifer Gerholdt is a Paleo
Research Intern at the Calvert Marine Museum.

Additions to the
R. Eshelman Paleo Library
The Ralph Eshelman Paleontology Library
has continued to grow thanks to the considerable
efforts and advise of Paul Berry (CMM’s head
librarian and volunteer extraordinaire), and from
generous contributions of books and reprints by Bob
Platt, the Joe Miller Family, Carl F. Koch, Flo
Strean, Pat Fink, Doug Alves, and Stephen
Godfrey.
Needless to say, the Paleontology
Department would welcome any reprints, extracts, or
books of fossil-related material that may be
gathering dust on your shelves, which could be used
to further augment our research collection.

This pathological sand-tiger shark tooth (Carcharias
sp.) was collected in June by Marty Meyer on the
beach near Plum Point, Calvert Cliffs, Maryland.
The crown is bent and twisted in several anomalous
directions and the enamel at the base of the tooth is
also infolded pathologically. The tooth is shown
here in a lingual view (lingual = tongue side; labial
= lip side). Scale bar is in centimeters. Scan by S.
Godfrey.

Tiny Meg Tooth…

Submitted by Pat Fink ☼

When Killer kangaroos
Roamed the Earth
Forget cute, cuddly marsupials. Australian
paleontologists say they have found the fossilized
remains of killer kangaroos and a "demon duck of
doom."
http://msnbc.msn.com/id/13825566/from/ET/
Submitted by Doug Alves ☼

Kevin and Leslie Slaby found this tiny C. megalodon
tooth in June on the beach at Flag Ponds, Calvert
Cliffs, Maryland. The tooth, shown here in labial
view is less than an inch long. Scale bar is in
centimeters. Scan by S. Godfrey.
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Alligators in the Maryland
Pleistocene?
Yes, No—Maybe??!!
George F. Klein
A popular book on alligators (1) mentions
that alligators inhabited Maryland 500,000 years
ago, during the Pleistocene Epoch. The Pleistocene
was marked by repeated glaciation of the northern
hemisphere with massive ice sheets covering North
America as far south as New York City. During
warmer inter-glacial periods, one of which we now
enjoy, the climate moderated and the glaciers
retreated. There have been at least 16 periods of
glaciation over the past 1.6 million years, with some
inter-glacial periods even warmer than the present
one.
With my interest piqued after reading the
reference, I questioned Stephen Godfrey if he knew
anything about Pleistocene alligator material from
Maryland. He didn’t. This really got me going and I
thought the only other museum that might have such
fossils in its collection was the Smithsonian. I met up
with Dave Bohaska on a recent CMMFC field trip
and quizzed him about it. Fortunately, some of the
work he has done answered my questions (3, 4).
Some readers are probably familiar with the
Cumberland Bone Cave (2), a very famous
Pleistocene fossil site in the Appalachian Mountains
of western Maryland. Workers excavating a cut for
the Western Maryland Railway in 1912 discovered
the cave, located near the town of Corriganville in
Allegany County. They notified the Smithsonian
Institution and excavations were conducted by a
fairly famous paleontologist of the day, James W.
Gidley. Fossils excavated include those of saber
tooth cats, bears, wolves, and wolverines.
Uncovered during the excavations was a
curved, rootless, conically shaped tooth with cutting
edges that was identified as crocodilian, presumably
alligator. This tooth was found along with the
remains of temperate and sub-artic animals such as
those mentioned above and including lemmings.
Perhaps Gidley and his co-authors did not think this

odd, but when the tooth was re-examined in the early
1960s by Richmond (3), a more plausible
identification was put forward.
Richmond determined the tooth to be an unerupted bear canine. Bear canines are conically
shaped and when un-erupted have the features
mentioned above and, therefore, resemble a shed
alligator tooth.
Now the faunal composition of the
Cumberland Bone Cave makes more sense. All the
animals were either temperate or boreal in origin as
one might expect in a northern mountainous area.
Is it possible that alligators lived in Maryland
during warmer inter-glacial periods? I believe the
answer is “maybe.” Several hundred years ago, prior
to the arrival of Europeans, alligators lived and bred
as far north as the Great Dismal Swamp in Virginia,
south of Norfolk on the North Carolina border (5).
This is only about 100 miles from Maryland, as the
crow flies. Apparently, alligators died out in the
Great Dismal Swamp due to fragmentation and
drainage of the area. The present northern-most
breeding population of alligators is in Albemarle
Sound, North Carolina (5). A range map of the
alligator is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Alligator distribution in the US prior to
hunting, habitat loss, and habitat destruction.
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In the middle of the country, alligators range
as far north as central Arkansas, close to Little Rock.
There are confirmed Pleistocene alligator fossils
from Missouri, found near the town of Herculaneum,
just south of St. Louis. These fossils were found in a
crevice deposit that also contained sloth, peccary,
and camel material (6). In Figure 1, the asterisk
shows the location of Herculaneum. The town is
about 40 miles south of St. Louis. See Figure 2 for a
photograph of the scutes. I believe this to be the first
time a photograph of these fossils has been
published. Compare the fossils in Figure 2 to a
confirmed Pleistocene alligator scute from Florida
shown in Figure 3.
Assuming that the alligator fossils from
Herculaneum represent a breeding population during
a warmer inter-glacial period, it is approximately a
220-mile northward extension from their current
range. It is also possible that the fossils may be of an
errant individual that wandered up the ancestral
Mississippi River during a warm summer and then
died.
Assuming that alligators did live and breed in
Missouri sometime in the Pleistocene, an analogous
220 mile range extension on the East Coast during a
warm inter-glacial period could put alligators in
southern New Jersey! It’s certainly possible that
alligators also lived in Maryland during that time.
The reason why alligator fossils have not been found
may be the lack of good Pleistocene exposures from
the proper time interval in Maryland. Generally,
Pleistocene deposits in the Northeast are limited,
which is a reason why a find like the Cumberland
Bone Cave is so significant.
In preparation for the day when a CMMFC
member finds a Pleistocene alligator tooth in
Maryland, Figure 4 shows a Florida alligator tooth
from that time interval compared to a Miocene
Gavialosuchus tooth found at Chesapeake Ranch
Estates. In general, alligator teeth have a blunter tip
than crocodile teeth, have smooth enamel and are
“stubbier” looking.

Figure 2: Alligator scutes from the Herculaneum
crevice, Missouri.
Thanks to W. Simpson,
Collections Manager, Field Museum of Natural
History. Used with permission. Reproduction
without permission is prohibited. Photo by W.
Simpson.

Figure 3: Late Pleistocene alligator scute from
Indian River County, Florida. Courtesy of Fred
Mazza. www.paleodiscoveries.com.
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Fossil Hunting in Arizona

Figure 4: Alligator tooth (left) compared to a
Gavialosuchus tooth. Photo by G. Klein.
Acknowledgements
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CMMFC members who plan to visit Arizona
in the future for some serious fossil hunting may
want to visit: www.T-Rat.com
Launched by Ron Ratkevich, former
paleontologist for the Arizona Sonora Desert
Museum, T-Rat.com is a non-commercial web page
dealing primarily with Arizona's fossil record, but it
also includes a small section on Arizona
archaeology.
Ron provides a wealth of information on:
what a fossil collector can expect to find in each
geologic formation, topographical maps, tips on how
to collect fossils, lab techniques, collection
management, state and federal laws governing
collecting, an easy-to understand section on
taxonomy, museum locations, plus a description of
the fossil record as preserved in both the Grand
Canyon and the Petrified Forest National Park.
Ron adds: "I've met some of your members
who have passed through Arizona, but to many who
don't know me, I would like to meet them through
this internet site. Regards and warm memories of
collecting at Calvert Cliffs."
The address for T-Rat.com is: http://www.t-rat.com/
Submitted by Bruce Hargreaves ☼

Modern Baleen Whales Have
Sharp-Toothed Ancestors…
http://www.cnn.com/2006/TECH/science/08/16/blue
.whale.ancestor.reut/index.html
Submitted by Bruce Hargreaves ☼

Register now for the Fossil Club’s 25th
Anniversary Celebration and Miocene
Symposium on The Geology and
Paleontology of Calvert Cliffs. Saturday,
November 11, 2006.
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Whales of the Atacama Desert,
Peru
Grenda Dennis
In July, I traveled to Peru to see the desert
whales with Dr. Alton Dooley, a vertebrate
paleontologist at the Virginia Museum of Natural
History. Last spring, during a lecture at the Calvert
Marine Museum by Dr. Dooley on the cetacean he
had studied from Peru, the photographs of the
Atacama Desert mesmerized me. He said that he was
going back to Peru and was organizing a trip. I
signed up immediately and never regretted my spur
of the moment decision.

One of our first missions was to accompany
Mario Urbina, paleontologist from the Museo de
Natural Historia in Lima. A few of us tracked over
the desert with Mario looking for fossil sites. We
marked sites for later excavation. The photo below
shows the fossilized spines of an extremely large fish
that we marked.

Fossilized fish fin-spines. Photo by G. Dennis.

To get to the whales we rode over fine, sandy,
dolomitic, and diatomaceous earth to arrive at
outcrops of the Pisco Formation. It was the most
desolate place I had ever seen. Evocative of a lunar
landscape, it was oddly serene and welcoming. The
whales were here, scattered about the area,
seemingly as far as the eye can see. Photo by G.
Dennis.
Whales in the desert?
This area is
approximately 20 miles from the ocean and 1000
feet above sea level according to Dr. Alton Dooley.
But over the last 40 million years what was a marine
environment was elevated due to uplift of the
Peruvian coast. This upward lift has given us one of
the richest sites in the world to study fossil whales.
It is truly amazing.

We saw numerous fossilized baleen whales. This
one had fossilized baleen! Photo by G. Dennis.

Fossilized baleen plates. Photo by G. Dennis.
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Shark teeth were also found. Photo by G. Dennis.
Archaeocete teeth jacketed. Photo by G. Dennis.

Internal molds of mollusk shells were also common
as indicated by this gastropod and bivalve cast.
Photo by G. Dennis.
One of the most impressive of all the fossils I
saw was an archaeocete whale that was still in its
field jacket. I must confess that those teeth, while
not exactly charmers, do have the tendency to make
one stop and take note. But more importantly, it is
their role in cetacean evolution that makes the mind
reel thinking of the era in which they lived, the
environment, the food supply, purely and simply the
whys, why did whales…

We also quarried and jacketed a whale skull for a
regional government office south of Ica, Peru. Photo
by G. Dennis.
These fossilized whales were inventoried and
categorized according to condition and disposition at
each site. But there is still more to do, so much
more. The research that lies ahead will take many
lifetimes. Hopefully we will be able to learn why
these whales are so diverse, why they are so different
from the Miocene cetaceans of Maryland and why is
the distribution found in the Miocene so different
than today. Needless to say I intend to go to the
Atacama next year. Truly an amazingly place. ☼
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UPCOMING FIELD TRIPS
AND EVENTS
Please remember to call (or e-mail, if requested below) for
yourself and family members, or for another club member, on
the dates and times indicated. Current memberships in both the
fossil club and the Calvert Marine Museum are needed to go on
the trips. Information on directions, lodging, meeting times and
meeting places will be provided at the call-in, or via e-mail, if
requested below.

We received some good and some bad news, via an
announcement in the Lee Creek website,
www.elasmo.com, and from Mr. Ormond at the
PCS Phosphate Mine in Aurora, NC, regarding our
request for slots in the upcoming Fall season. Mr.
Ormond wrote: “Subject: Re: Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club…I hate to reply to everyone's
request for slots for the fall season due to the fact we
have a very small area in which to hunt this fall. The
area is so small we feel any more than 20 hunters per
day would be too much. So we have decided to give
the Aurora Fossil Museum the 200 available slots to
use for their Special Friends Program. We have
hopes the spring season will have the draglines far
enough ahead that we can have a great season.
Please plan to e-mail your requests in during
mid-January until the end of January. We hope
everyone has a great fall and winter and look
forward to getting the fossil season back on track as
soon as possible. Thanks, Curtis Ormond, Public
Affairs, PCS Phosphate.”
It is hoped that the current changes in mining
operations, to which the temporary suspension of
general collecting has been attributed, may promise
to provide the long-awaited better exposure to the
Yorktown Formation deposits. Kathy ☺
September 9, 2006: Saturday. A special morning
outing at Flag Ponds Nature Center, from 9:00 to
noon, then on to the museum for the Fossil Club
meeting at 1:00. Flag Ponds is a pleasant place and
the beach offers teeth and small fossils. We tend to
overlook this site right in our neighborhood, but
people come from far away to collect there. It’s a
pleasant walk from the parking area to the beach;
closer handicapped parking is available. There is no
group size limit for this trip. Regular admission to

Flag Ponds is $6 per vehicle ($4 for Calvert County
residents). This trip is our treat; tell the Ranger that
you are with the CMM Fossil Club and we’ll pick up
the admission. Call in to Bob Ertman, as soon as
you
can,
at
410-533-4203
or
e-mail
RobertErtman@msn.com. Bob.
September 9, 2006; Saturday.
Fossil Club
Meeting at 1:00 pm, to be held in the 3rd floor
lounge in the Exhibits Building.
September 24, 2006: Sunday. Plum Point.
Upper Calvert and Lower Choptank Formations
(Miocene). This site on the Chesapeake Bay is
approximately 32 miles north of the Calvert Marine
Museum. Miocene shark, marine mammal, and land
mammal (including horse teeth) have been collected
here. Limit 15. Call-in to Kathy at either 410-5494701 or 301-622-0840 on Wednesday evening,
September 20, 5:00-7:00. Or e-mail to Kathy from
September 13-20 (only), at k.a.y@adelphia.net.
September 30, 2006: Saturday. Scientists Cliffs.
Calvert Formation (Miocene) site on the
Chesapeake Bay.
Invertebrate (Anadara,
Mercenaria, Nuculana, Ecphora) and vertebrate
material including C. megalodon teeth, crocodile
teeth and crab claws have been found here. In past
trips, several specimens of the Miocene brachiopod,
Discinisca lugubris were found. Also, the sea urchin
Echinocardium, and some complete sand dollars
have turned up. The small fossil museum in
Chestnut Cabin may be opened for the club; the
highlight is a slab of Echinocardium specimens,
according to our host, Dave Bohaska. Distance from
the Calvert Marine Museum is approximately 20
miles. Limit 20. Call-in to Kathy at either 410-5494701 or 301-622-0840 on Wednesday evening,
September 20, 5:00-7:00. Or e-mail to Kathy from
September 13-20 (only), at k.a.y@adelphia.net.
October 7-8, 2006: Saturday and Sunday. 10:00
am – 5:00 pm. Patuxent River Appreciation Days
at CMM. Please contact Stephen Godfrey at
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us or by calling 410-326-2042
ext 28, if you will be able to lend assistance for the
event or wish to display some of your collection on
one or both days.
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October 21, 2006. Red Hill. Devonian vertebrate
site in the mountains of North-Central Pennsylvania.
Work as volunteers for the Academy for the day.
Collecting will require rather strenuous digging and
splitting of rock. The fauna includes paleoniscids,
placoderms
(armored
fish),
primitive
chondrichthyans, acanthodrians (spiny sharks),
actinopterygians, and sarcopterygians. We will be
allowed to keep many of the collected specimens
(such as scales, spines and teeth), and unusual finds
will be collected for study at the Academy. Email
Grenda Dennis at grenda.dennis@gmail.com or call
240-275-0689, 5-9 p.m., Oct. 15th if you are
interested in this field trip.
October 21, 2006: Saturday. Holiday Beach.
Calvert Formation (Miocene). Holiday Beach is
located on the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay,
south of Brownie’s Beach. Over the years, this milelong beach has produced some fine Miocene shark
and marine mammal components, plus occasional
terrestrial mammal specimens. Access to the beach
requires a steep descent down two sets of stairs. The
beach is wide and easily navigable; however, an
occasional tree may block your progress. Therefore,
rubber boots or waders are recommended for those
who want uninterrupted hunting. Note: Because
parking is limited and on private property, there will
be a $5 per person charge (cash only) and a limit of
20 people and five cars. We will meet at the WalMart in nearby Prince Frederick and convoy from
there to the collecting site. Call-in to Bruce at 301843-1844 on Tuesday evening, October 17, 7:009:00 p.m.
Or, e-mail to Bruce at
mooseman65@verizon.net. Bruce.
October 27, 2006: Friday. Inversand Marl Mine.
This Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary site in Sewell,
NJ, is an operating glauconite mine, and rich fossil
site currently under study by the New Jersey State
Museum. Dinosaur, turtle, shark, bird, mosasaur,
and invertebrate material can be found in this pit.
Please note that rare or exceptional finds will be
retained by the NJ State Museum. Call-in to Kathy
at either 410-549-4701 or 301-622-0840 on
Wednesday evening, October 18, 5:00-7:00. Or email to Kathy from October 11-18 (only), at
k.a.y@adelphia.net.

November 4, 2006: Saturday. Carmel Church,
VA. This will be a joint trip with the American
Fossil Federation, conducted by the Virginia
Museum of Natural History research field trip
program, to the Martin-Marietta Carmel Church
Quarry, a Calvert Formation vertebrate fossil site
in VA. Excellent whale, shark, turtle, bird, bony
fish, manatee, and crocodile specimens have been
collected in this rich site. Please note: unusual and
rare finds will be collected by the VMNH for study.
Also, a donation of $25 per person is needed for
participation, and is payable on the day of the field
trip. The fees help to support the ongoing research
at the VMNH. Call-in to Kathy at either 410-5494701 or 301-622-0840 on Wednesday evening,
October 25, 5:00-7:00. Or e-mail to Kathy from
October 18-25 (only), at k.a.y@adelphia.net.

Saturday - November 11, 2006. Calvert
Marine Museum Fossil Club’s 25th
Anniversary Celebration and Miocene
Symposium on The Geology and
Paleontology of Calvert Cliffs. Registration
form included below. See also:
http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/2006-11symposium-registration.pdf

November or December, 2006: Martin Marietta
Rocky Point Quarry, New Hanover Co., NC.
Castle Hayne Formation (Eocene), and Greens
Mill Run, in Greenville, NC (Cretaceous and
Miocene). The most commonly found fossils in the
quarry are echinoids, including the sea urchins (e.g.,
Echinolampas appendiculata, Eurhodia rugosa) and
sand dollars. Crab claws, nautiloids, sharks teeth
(Carcharocles auriculatis) and rarely archaeocete
whale material (Zygorhiza kochii) have also been
found here. We will need to bring our own hardhats
and wear sturdy boots. This site often requires
walking over difficult terrain, including steep hills
and muddy areas. The travel time from the
Washington, DC area is approximately 8 hours.
Planning is in progress for this trip; the dates and
call-in information are to be announced.
Happy hunting! Kathy Young ☼
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25th Anniversary Celebration
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club

The Geology and Paleontology of Calvert Cliffs
November 11, 2006
A Symposium at the Calvert Marine Museum
Registration Fee:

$30.00/person
$20.00/person for CMM Fossil Club members
$15.00/person for full-time students
Registration Fee includes: 1) a boxed lunch, 2) a buffet supper, 3) both am and pm coffee/juice breaks, 4) copy
of the symposium abstracts, and 5) Museum admission.
Registration Fee (Reduced):
$5.00/person
Registration Fee includes: 1) both am and pm coffee/juice breaks, 2) copy of the symposium abstracts, and 3)
Museum admission.
Important: You do not need to register to attend the symposium presentations.
The sessions will be free and open to the public!
Name _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
City: ______________________ State: _________________ Zip: __________
Registration Fee included: $ _________ (Make check payable to: Calvert Marine Museum)
I would like to attend without presenting:
I would like to give a Poster Presentation:
I would like to give an Oral Presentation:
Mail to:

Stephen Godfrey
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD, USA 20688
The Clarissa and Lincoln Dryden Endowment for Paleontology and the
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club are sponsoring this symposium.
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. All opinions expressed in the
newsletter are strictly those of the authors and do not
reflect the views of the club or the museum as a
whole. Copyright on items or articles published in
The Ecphora is held by originating authors and may
only be reproduced with the written permission of
the editor or of the author(s) of any article contained
within.
The editor would like to acknowledge Paul
Murdoch’s ongoing contribution towards the
production of The Ecphora.
Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey, Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us
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